Abstract-Cloud computing provides robust design with reduced cost representation. Cloud computing provides good computational power generation process. Present cloud contains less computational power are not handle large load of distribution process. Each and every resources are provides the file of content pay per use manner. Those all the cloud data storage files provide the security with high cost and low efficiency results generation. Whenever to start the computational mode to get some of non confidential environment and insecure environment inside the network. Through insecure environment distribute the data to get the leakage problem inside the network communication or exchanges the resources of content information specification process. Previous system it cannot provides any verification and validation results specification process. There is no perfect encrypted format of data, it can contain less computational resources of information. In present system we are going implement robust design with perfect security constraints. We are going to try to implement verification mechanism for all kind of customers. We are going to try to implement all kinds of feasible solution in different number of ways. We are going to implement linear programming conditions. Whatever to transfer the data performs decomposition and transfer the information. Decomposition of information allocate in different number of LP solvers. All kinds of users contain high secure implementation. It can transmit perfect transmission of information with exact results specification. It can provides best security with transmission results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud contains pool of services of information. All kinds of user requests are deployed with good efficiency and communication overhead contains high. Any user can require any kind of resources to provide the services like pay per use manner specification. Cloud computing provides the services like unlimited resources of information. We are going to work on computation resources specification. In previous whenever to get more system load to purchase the hardware and software mechanism specification process. Through present outsource computations we are going to consume the services utilization with new security challenges implementation process.
Every time we are going to provides sensitive data transmission of information. We are going to encrypt the total data effectively. We are getting the good encrypted data it can possible with the help of FHE (fully homomorphic encryption) scheme. [3] We are going to control the attacks of information in secure outsourcing computations. FHE scheme contains multi round iteration process. It can completed encrypted the data of information. We are going to try to convert the data in the form optimal solution representation process. It can transmit with the help of privacy conditions representation process. Whatever client can transfer the data to allocated into many number of locations and check the data in destination point with same input as a output results specification process.
II. CONTRIBUTION 1) For the first time, we formalize the problem of securely outsourcing LP computations, and provide such a secure andpractical mechanism design which fulfills input/output privacy, cheating resilience, and efficiency. 2) Our mechanism brings cloud customer great computation savings from secure LP outsourcing as it only incurs O(n_) for some 2 < _ ≤ 3 local computation overhead on the customer, while solving a normal LP problem usually requires more than O(n3) time.
3) The computations done by the cloud server shares the same time complexity of currently practical algorithms for solving the linear programming problems, which ensures that the use of cloud is economically viable. 4) The experiment evaluation further demonstrates the immediate practicality: our mechanism can always help customers achieve more than 30× savings when the sizes of the original LP problems are not too small, while introducing no substantial overhead on the cloud.
III. PREVIOUS RELATED WORK
A. Linear Algebra with secure delegation:
1. Matrix multiplication with linear algebra of previous homomorphic encryption are not provides perfect encryption information. 2. Whenever to reveal the information inside the network to get the problems like leakage problems.
3. All testing strategies are not working properly under the verification representation process. 4. It cannot available like limited number of computational strategies. B. Disadvantages:
1. Protocols are not contains any standards under the providing of security representation. 2. Secure delegation protocols are working as a static with less data encryption process and security, it is not possible for providing the security in large data centers. 3. Large data centers are working as a un-trusted data centers. 4. We are used only polynomial equations only.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Linear programming scheme provides complete outsourcing it can possible. Whatever to provide as a input same input to deliver in output state it can possible. This can provides the results are efficiently. LP contains perfect design framework.
It can contains some of the steps are available in design framework 1. Key generation [7] 2. Probability encryption [7] 3. Proof generation [7] 4. Result decryption [7] V. ALOGORITHM Based on the previous sections, the proposed mechanism for secure outsourcing of linear programming in the cloud is summarized below. We formalize the problem of securely outsourcing LP computations in cloud computing, and provide such a practical mechanism design which fulfils input/output privacy, cheating resilience, and efficiency. By using fully homomorphic encryption method our data become more secure. our mechanism design is able to explore appropriate security/efficiency tradeoffs via higher level LP computation than the general circuit representation.
We develop problem transformation techniques that enable customers to secretly transform the original LP into some arbitrary one while protecting sensitive input/output information. We also use validation and verification techniques for result verification. Such a cheating resilience design can be bundled in the overall mechanism with closeto-zero additional overhead. Both security analysis and results demonstrate the immediate practicality of the proposed mechanism.We plan to investigate some interesting future work as follows: 1) devise robust algorithms to achieve numerical stability; 2) explore the dense matrix, sparse matrix structure of problem for further efficiency improvement; 3) Read alignment in the form of sequence of servers; 4) Stochastic chain process: desired encryption;5) Optimal results and increases the cloud efficiency.
